
THE LIGHT OF DAY REPORT 5/12/16 on “Dot Connecting” may establish a Meteor Impact Event to 
the Alberta Canada Wildfire..Thanks to Tom Lipshu alerting me to this reality....

The "wildfire" started at 2 in the morning in that Province... Ideal Time for "pieces" of a Meteor to 
hit the ground "undetected" when MOST folks are SLEEPING and "can't make the connection"...Yeah, 
and CNN even blaming it on a cigarette butt or camp fire...LINK

Clyde Lewis reported some "other" IMPACT events earlier last month as well: 
http://www.groundzeromedia.org/planet-9-escape-from-panic-x/

Now Russia launching a "SATAN-2" Nuclear-ladened  Missile CAPABLE of destroying a 
CONTINENT or a State the Size of Texas..
LINK: 
https://nz.news.yahoo.com/a/31571274/russia-prepares-to-start-test-firing-nuclear-missile-satan-2/

Jupiter was STRUCK by a Comet or Asteroid March 17th.. LINK
An OLD reminder..The San Bruno so-called “gas pipeline” explosion may've ACTUALLY been an 
'Impact Event'  LINK
Meteorite Could Be To Blame For Bowie, Maryland Brush Fire:
http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/04/25/meteorite-possibly-to-blame-for-bowie-brush-fire/

A Tsunami Buoy went into 'EVENT MODE' 200 miles off the New Jersey Coast last month as well.
http://www.nj.com/weather/index.ssf/2016/04/was_it_a_meteor_solving_the_mystery_of_njs_tsun
ami_buoy.html

I think Chris Gerners' revealing information from his 'AmeriKan Expose' radio shows regarding the 
UN System's 'GLOBAL FIRE MONITORING SYSTEM' back in 2005 is being used to MONITOR 
Impact Events from Rocks coming in ahead of Planet X... 

May 3rd from Spaceweather.com:  Earth was entering a stream of debris from Halley's Comet, source of 
the annual eta Aquariid meteor shower.  Processing from that previous night ( the Day of the Canadian 
Wildfire ) shows more than 200 eta Aquariids were observed. Equivalent visible rates were about 40 
per hour – almost one per minute! 

Impact Threats
Meteors
As shown in the chart here from the American Meteor Society, dated February 5, 2016, there is a 
massive increase in meteor and fireball sightings. Already, only a little over one month into 2016, we 
are seeing a statistic that is approaching the total of meteor sightings in 2006. I believe we can expect to 

http://www.space.com/32411-jupiter-hit-by-comet-asteroid-video.html
http://rabbithole2.com/news/top_news/4_asteroids_strike_earth_within_a_year_media_covers_it_up.php
http://hisz.rsoe.hu/alertmap/database/index.php?pageid=event_summary&edis_id=WF-20160502-53135-CAN
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/Gerner-Archives.html
http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/
http://www.nj.com/weather/index.ssf/2016/04/was_it_a_meteor_solving_the_mystery_of_njs_tsunami_buoy.html
http://www.nj.com/weather/index.ssf/2016/04/was_it_a_meteor_solving_the_mystery_of_njs_tsunami_buoy.html
http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/04/25/meteorite-possibly-to-blame-for-bowie-brush-fire/
https://nz.news.yahoo.com/a/31571274/russia-prepares-to-start-test-firing-nuclear-missile-satan-2/
http://www.groundzeromedia.org/planet-9-escape-from-panic-x/


see a higher number in 2016 than we did in 2015.
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Events per Year from amsmeteors.org, retrieved 2/5/2016

“NASA space data supports citizens’ observations: Meteor fireballs are increasing dramatically” “…
from 2010 onwards, the frequency of fireballs has been increasing each year in an exponential 
fashion,” “from 2010 onwards, the frequency of fireballs has been increasing each year in an 
exponential fashion,” “Fireballs are occurring at higher numbers in the latter part of the year. This 
difference in distribution significantly increased after 2013. That is, one part of space is becoming 
dense with dust and rocks, and Earth (and other planets in the inner solar system) are moving through 
this area of space every year.” “Looking at NASA’s data month by month, we see that the fireball 
frequency is most concentrated in the months August to December. However, the numbers for June and 
July are also increasing significantly, suggesting that the area of space from which asteroid and 
comet debris is reaching Earth (or, alternatively, into which the solar system is moving), is 
increasing in size.”
We are seeing many more multi-state or even multi-country meteor and fireball events recently. This 
means larger objects are entering the atmosphere and burning up:
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